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Abstract-To

obtain meaningful interpretations of the results of fixed air pollution monitormg statlons,
quantitative information on the spatial representativity of these results ISof crucial Importance. On the basis
of data of the Dutch Air Pollution Monitoring Network a study was undertaken to estimate the absolute and
relative errors which are involved m extrapolating the results beyond the actual spatial argument of
measurement. In the first place, three interpolation techmques, optimum interpolation, eigenvector
mterpolation and so called distance-density interpolation, were compared for SO,, NO, NO, and Oa. The
differences between the results of these techniques proved to be small. It was further concluded that the
Interpolation errors and the associated persistence in space and time, as given by mutual correlations, should
be specified with respect to pure space- or space-time variabibty. In the second place, the interpolation errors
were generahzed to other network densities on the basis of the optimum interpolation scheme and emplrical
observations. From the resulting relation between interpolation error and network density it was concluded
that the SO,-network of 108 stations over the measurement area of 150 x 220 km’ results in relative errors of
20 %, small enough to detect mesoscale transports downwmd of major source areas. The effect of samphng
error, i.e., the small scale influences of local sources combined with the effect of measurement error, appeared
to be of overriding importance in the efficiency of reconstruction of pollutant concentration fields at a given
confidence level from-monitoring network d&a.

1. INTRODUCTION

Among the objectives which are generally given for air
pollution monitoring
networks two main categories
can be distinguished:
(a) the verification
of physical and/or chemical

models describing the transport and conversion of
pollutants in the atmosphere and
(b) the description of the air pollutant concentrations in space and time, in the first place for control
of levels with respect to public health standards.
In the first group of objectives additional information is introduced in the data-interpretation, e.g., in
the form of a Gaussian plume model. For the second
category in most cases the interpretation is based only
on the measurement data obtained from a network. As
pointed out very strongly by Goldstein and Landovitz
(1977), this might be complicated by the failure of the
fixed monitoring station to represent the pollution in a
wider area. In that case no meaningful statements can
be made about the pollutant concentration beyond the
actually measured spatial arguments. For the evaluation of fixed monitoring network data in terms of
space-time behaviour of the pollutant under study, two
related questions thus have to be. answered:
(a) Does the spatial representativity of the data
permit a reconstruction of the underlying concentration field within given limits of error?
(b) If this is not the case, can statements be made
about the dimensions of the area in which the measurement result of a single station may be considered as
meaningful?

If the reconstruction of the field is found to be possible,
the network might be considered as giving spaceresolved information. If not, the network consists of a
number of individual stations which have to be related
separately to their respective small scale “areas of
influence”.
The objectives given above also apply to the
National Air Pollution Monitoring System in the
Netherlands; the spatial and temporal behaviour of
Sot, NO, NO2 and O3 should be given both on the
mesoscale (150 x 220km) by means of a 100 station
baseline-grid (for SO1), and on the small (urban) scale
by additional 120 (SO,-) stations. On both scales
space-resolved interpretations are required for verification of models and testing public health criteria.
Consequently, a study on interpolation techniques and
representativity was urldertaken resulting in an evaluation of the errors involved and in the choice of an
interpolation procedure for (standardized) objective
spatial analysis.
The investigations started from the Optimum
Interpolation
scheme which is widely applied in
meteorology and is described by Gandin (1963), Alaka
(1970) and Julian and Thiebaux (1975). In earlier work
(Van Egmond and Tissmg, 1977) eigenvector analysis
was introduced in optimum interpolation to modify
the covariance-structure which should be incorporated
in the optimum interpolation scheme. With respect to
empirical correlations fundamental problems were
recognized in the application of optimum interpolation and consequently experiments were made with
an interpolation procedure which was fully based on
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eigenvector analysis of the empirical correlation (covariance) structure. For operational applications also a
simple, pure analytical interpolation technique was
developed. The empirical interpolation errors for these
three interpolation schemes were evaluated and compared to “theoretical” ones, obtained from an assumed
spatial correlation structure. Finally, the dependence
of interpolation errors on network density is discussed.
2. INTERPOLATION SCHEMES
2.1. Optimum

interpolation

(01)

For reconstruction of the two-dimensional concentration field at time t the pollutant concentrations Cot
at an array of non-station positions are estimated from
linear combinations of the concentrations measured at
surrounding monitoring stations. This procedure is
called optimum interpolation if the weighting cocfficients p10 of the linear combinations are chosen in
such a way that the discrepancy between estimated and
true concentrations, the interpolation error Eel, is
minimal in the sense of least squares. Iiowever, the true
concentrations
have to be distinguished
from
measured values as the measurements are a&ted by
errors. Further pollution concentrations might be influenced strongly by local sources resulting in substantial differences in measurement values for stations
which are close together; in practice this small scale
effect cannot be distinguished from measurement
error. in order to account for these effects a sampling
error h is introduced and for N surrounding stations
the concentration C,,, then is written as
C0r = i

1-1

Pi0tcit + hr) +

EOf

(1)

where Ci, is the true concentration at station t and time
t, h, the sampling error and C, + h, the concentration
measured at station i and time t. The coefficients pi0 are
found from minimization of the squared interpolation
error E, over a number of realisations, for example a
sequence of T hourly concentrations.
Apart from the introduction of the constraint Xpio
= 1, as described in the Appendix, the coefhcients
finally are found from
p. = (R + I$-

‘r,.

(2)

R is the N x N matrix of second moments (‘correlations’) between the N monitoring stations and r. is
the vector of expected correlations between the interpolation position and the N monitoring stations. To
estimate these correlations homogeneity and, for convenience, isotropy will be assumed. Three types of
correlations will be used to describe the field characteristics, i.e., r,., r., and r defined as the second
moments about respectively the temporal (station)
mean M,., the spatial mean (at time t) M., and the
space-time mean M,, . The sampling error h and
interpolation error E will be normal&d by division
through the variances about these three first moments

(mean-values) obtaining the normahzed errors ‘1and c
respectively.
In air pollution applications, high correlatrons can
be expected for stations which are far apart, but srted in
a comparable emission configuration, e.g., for two
cities. In that case local emission characteristics might
be the overriding influence of the concentration variability, resulting in extreme inhomogeneities; the high
correlation cannot be generalized to other, particularly
smaller distances, as they arise from two separate
(time dependent) events instead of spatial held
characteristics.
High mutual correlations lead to ill-conditioning of
the empirical matrix R”. This results in computational
instability when p. is obtained from the empirical
matrix R”. To overcome these difficulties the correlations might be described by an analytical model
which is fitted to the empirical correlations given by
R”; the modeled correlations then are inserted in the
matrix R in Equation 2. However, as the required
assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy in that case
are rather stringent, an eigenvector interpolation
scheme is introduced, which fundamentally accounts
for high mutual correlations (ill-conditioning) without
the stringent assumptions about homogeneity and
isotropy.
2.2. Eigenvector

interpolation

(Et)

In eigenvector interpolation the correlations r. are
derived from the local statistical characteristics of the
field, avoiding unjustified assumptions about homogeneity and isotropy. As described in the Appendix, the
coefficients poi are found as a linear combination of the
eigenvectors e, of the matrix of empirical covariances,
only taking into account the L vectors with eigenvalues
larger than the squared sampling error (2 % h’):
(3)
where the coefficients e,, are the local values of the
spatial eigenvector patterns, obtained by some arbitrary (analytical) interpolation. As vectors with smaller eigenvalues are not taken into account, computational instability due to high mutual (empirical)
covariances (correlations) is essentially avoided in this
scheme.
2.3. Distance
lation

and density

weighting

jitnction

tnterpo-

(DDI)

The introduction
of modelled spatial correlations
results in the optimum interpolation scheme. in coefficients p which only are dependent on the distance
between gridpoint and observation positions (as given
by rio in Equation (2)) and the mutual distances
between the monitoring stations (as given by the
correlations R in Equation (2)).
Considering the computational efforts which are
involved with optimum interpolation, a third scheme
was introduced Herein the coefficients p,() are simply
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determined by both distance and local network density, according to analytical weighting functions. The
scheme can be applied to a single reahsation of the
concentration field and is arbitrary in character:
Pi0 =

N

ew (-xio/A)/D,

(4)

C exP (-x,o/A)lDj

,=l

where A is a specific distance which is chosen in
dependence of the statistical structure of the field, Xi0 is
the distance between grid- and observation position
and D, is the network density at station i, defined by
D, =

i exp(-Xij/Ad)
,= I

where x,~ is the distance between station i and surrounding stations j and A,, a specific distance which
defines the area in which the monitoring stations have
density weights which sum up to ‘1’ and thus are
weighted as a single observation. The station itself is
included in the summation (j = i) and a single station i
in an area with radius 9 A, will thus have D, = 1.
3. EXPERlMENTS

3.1. Data
The computational experiments were based on the
m~surement results of the baseline-grid (~ckground~
stations of the Dutch Air Pollution Monitoring
Network, which comprises 108 stations for Sot, a
subset of 44 stations for NO and NO, measurement,
and a subset of 28 stations for the m~surement of
the O,-concentrations.
The measurement
area
( + 33.000km2) covers the total area of the Netherlands
(150 x 220 km). The concentrations
are
measured continuously
and after data-validation
hourly average values are formed. The following
instruments are used

3.2. Correlation

structure

The ‘correlattons’ r,, which were mtroduced above,
should be derived from the records of observattons of
monitormg stations. From the SO2 hourly concentratton records of 44 stations over a two-month pertod
empirical correlatton functtons I’“. c and r: with
respect to the overall constant mean M , the hourly
mean field M , and the station means M, were
computed; the functtons are presented m Fig. 1. As a
consequence of sampling error m the measured concentrations, all correlation functions exhibtt correlations t$ < 1 at extrapolation to zero (InterstatIon)
distance. The empirical correlations are related to the
true concentrattons; for example
G=

c,,c,, i-h:&,,- M”
-

-

C;,fhf-MZ
with a,, = 1 for

i = j

(zero interstatton

distance) and

&i, = 0 otherwise, from which 1’ is obtained as

From Ftg. 1 qz and s,’ areestimated withm the range of
0.05-0.10 and qs is estimated between 0.10 and 0.15.
The function rl: indeed can be derived from the
functions rm and r: by application of Equatton (A61
(and accountmg for samphng error); as the vartances
are related by (C, -M 1’ 7- 2(M,, - M )’ a value of
for example rT = 0.70 (at + 50 km) results in
r: = 0.37, in agreement with Fig. 1.
The function r: shows negattve values for larger
distances, rndtcatmg that spatial trends affect the
correlation structure; alternattvely the correlations rrf
with respect to the trend surface M,, could have been
used. As primarily the correlation behavtour near the
origm is relevant in the computations.

a simple posittve

‘OOrn
so2

Philips PW 9700 (upgraded) couiometry
NO, NO, Philips PW 9762/00
chemilumineseence

03

Phihps PW 9771/00

chemilummeseence

The instruments for SO2 and NO, NOz are calibrated
every 24 h and the Os-monitor every measuring cycle
of 80s.
The performance of the three interpolation techniques was evaluated on the basis of hourly values of
SOz, NO and NOz over the January and February
1979 period, which wascharacterized by high pollutant
concentrations due to frosty weather conditions resuitmg in an increase of emissions (lower ambient temperatures) and a deterioration of atmospheric disperston conditions. For computations on O3 the results of
June 1979 were used, ensuring sufficient spatial and
temporal variabihty. For practical reasons some computations with respect to SO3 had to be limited to the
number of 44 (NO,-subset) stations.

Ftg. 1. Spattal correiatton funcuons rT(x), P(n)
and
o ) for hourly SO,-concentrauons
(Jan.-Feb.. 1979).

r:(
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definite analytical function was used to descrtbe the
(true) spatial correlatton structures:
r(x) =

exp

- 2..
!

A0

1

where A0 is the correlation distance and x the (nondirectional) spatial argument.
The correlation functions for SOZ, NOI and Oj
show high spatial persistence (positive correlations
over larger distance), which 1s explained from the fact
that for these components, and during the winter
months, even for NO, large scale ~uctuat~ons are
generated by mesoscale transport.
3.3. Eigenvector analysrs
In the El-scheme the correlatron (covariance) structure ts given by the eigenvectors of the empirical
(covariance) matrix Sm. Inspection of the vectors and
the corresponding eigenvalues gives insight in the
spatial scale of the (temporal) fluctuations over the
field. Small scale variability is characterized by sign
reversals on the eigenvector elements of nearby
stations and should be excluded from the linear
combinations 3. As a measure for this. the quantity

is

taken from Equation (A9) and computed for all 44
stations for which eiaenvector analvsis was made. on

the basis of the variaices (C, - M,.); and (C, - M,,)2;
the variances with respect to M,, are about equal to
those with respect to M ., having about the same
correlation structure (Fig. i), and were not taken into
account. The local interpolations were made by application of the DDI-scheme (Equation 4).
Analysis for M,. resulted in a first vector explaining
607; of the total variance (relative to M .) showing a
large scale south-north trend, in agreement wtth the
variance of the time variability of the spatial mean
(M,, - M..)’ whrch explains about 50 “; of the variance
(C, - M,,)‘. Thirteen vectors exphin 95 p, of the total
variance, the latter vectors having yx > 1, indicating
small scale variability. The sampling error fraction $ is
thus estimated in the order of 0.05-O. 10 in agreement
with the estimate from the correlation functions. An
example of a vector with qk > 1 IS given by vector 7 in
Fig. 2, explaining only 1 9, of the total variance. In
several parts of the field strong gradtents occur on subnetwork scale but in large areas vast zones of positive
or negative values are observed, illustrating that the
eigenvector analysis does not necessarily give an
efficient separation in small scale and large scale effects.
The analysis of the variance -covariance pattern
(C, - M,,)2 results in an explained variance of 87 Ybfor
13 vectors and thus in an mdication of 11: = 0.10-Q. 15.
3.4. Sa~piing error
From both the correlation structure and the
eigenvector-analysis estimations of yIZ= O.OS-O.10and

Fig. 2. 7th eigcnvector pattern for SO2 (Jan.-Feb.,
1979); <ql > = 110%. explained relative Variance
2 Do.

fl: = 0.10-0.15 were obtained. A third possibility of
estimating n2 is given by the direct intercomparison of
observation records of stations which are sited close
together. Assuming again that the sampling errors are
uncorrelated and equal in magnitude, c can be
estimated from the squared differences of the
measured co~ntrations
Cd,+ hi, and C,, t hjt at smal1
interstation distances xi]. Dividing by the (true) variances, n2 are obtained. For two SO*-stations with
xi, = 0.3 kmg.. z ‘I,. = 0.34. In the same area a value
. 5 0.29 was found for x.. = 3 km. As herein also a
Fure interpolation error m&t be present, a value of q
= vi. = 0.25 finally was assumed in the interpolation
computations. In the same way the sampling error with
respect to the variance
rf.c= 0.34.

(C,- M.,)2 was estimated;

3.5. Intercomparison oxinterpolation schemes

For intercom~ison
of the three tnter~olation
schemes the hourly average concentrations at a set of
test-stations were computed from several configurations of network stations over 1416 h of January and
February 1979 for SOa, NO2 and NO, and 720h of
June 1979 for 0,; measurement set (44 stations) and
test set (15 stations) for SOs are given in Fig. 3. To
atlow further comparisons these configurations were
chosen to correspond as closely as possible to the
rectangular
~urement-tests~tion
con~gumtion
with grid-length x0 given in Fig. 7; the 44 stationnetwork has a gridlength xe = 4Okm. The results are
presented as absolute (Jm)
and normalized
( ,J’ <E: > ) interpolation errors, uncorrected for the
sampling errors h at the test-stations. To obtain the
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C--

IOOkm

-

Fig. 3. Measurement set with x0 = 40 km (44 stations) and uncorrected
errors Ed,,at test-positions for SO, (Jan.-Feb., 1979).
pure (empirical)

normalized

interpolation

errors,

E:

should be reduced by $ according to
&*= (l+?+)&:-_t12

(7)

The mterpolation errors E,,~,were computed for a wide
range of specific distances A (EI-and DDI-schemes)
and correlation distances A,, (OI-scheme). The results
for SO, are given in Fig. 4. The profile for optimum
interpolation (Ed= .Q,.) is rather flat over the range
A,, = 40-600 km. This is explained from the nature of
optimum interpolation
where a higher (assumed)
correlation distance (A,) in the R matrix is compensated by the r0 vector (Equation 2) and consequently the coefficients p. vary only slowly over this
wide range. In the EL and DDI-schemes this compensation is not provided and a more pronounced optimum is found at A = 13 km. It further should be
noted that the covariance structure (persistence) in the
EI is not really changed by varying A; only the DDIinterpolation, which is used in the ELapplication to
derive sO, is smoother at larger A. EI strongly approximates
DDI which indicates that the effect
of filtering (smoothing) the empirical data by
deleting several (small scale) vectors is small. To facilitate the interpretation
of Fig. 4 the error Eb,
multiplying
obtained
by
m
by
the square root of the uncorrected
variance
(C,, + h,, -M,.)‘, is given on the right ordinate. The
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Fig. 4. Interpolatton errors ,/(E: ) and E; as functions of correlation distance A, for optimum interpolation (01-25 %) with q = 0.25, as function of A for
both distance-density
interpolation
(DDI) and
eigenvector interpolation (EI); SO,, Jan.-Feb., 1979.
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Spatial interpolation and network density
interpolation errors at the optimum value of A0 and A
for the three techniques and the four components are
given in Table 1. The differences between the techniques are extremely small. The errors tzhtifor SO1 are
given at the test-station positions in Fig. 3. It is
concluded that for practical applications the relatively
simple DDI-scheme
gives satisfactory
results.
However, for generalizations of interpolation errors
the 01-scheme should be used because of its ability to
gave a direct relation both between spatial persistence
(A,) and interpolation error E, and between network
density and interpolation error, as will be shown later.
To estimate the effective correlation distances of the
structures (r , r,. and r,,) the ‘theoretical’ errors E,,and
E, are computed directly from Equation (A4) after
substitution of the ‘true’ correlations, described by
Equation (6) for a range of A0 values in Equation (A3).
Then the values of A0 can be determined for which
these theoretical errors equal the empirical errors. In
this way correlation distances A0 for ri. and r , were
found to be respectively 170km and 50km for SO1
which 1s in agreement with the empirical correlation
functions presented in Fig. 1. The value for r,. approximately equals that of r, . It is concluded that the
emptrical correlation functions can be directly related
to interpolation errors. As the variances about Mj. at
the testset stations amounts more than two times the
variance about M,,, the reduced error E., = 0.66 is
substantially larger than E,., and this illustrates the
importance of specifying correlation distance (pexsistence) m terms of the variance considered; when time
variance is included a much larger “spatial” persistence
r and r, is observed than in the case of restricting the
analysis to pure spatial variability (r.,).
The errors for N02, NO and O3 are given in Table 1.
Estimation of sampling errors from the less dense
networks is hardly possible and, consequently, only
uncorrected mterpolation errors are presented. The
errors for NO are large (E = 0.59) and the correlation
distance is relatively short. For comparison of theoretical and empirical errors a value of A,, = 120km was
found, tn agreement with the NO correlation function
r, from which a least squares fit of the analytical
function in Equatton (6) resulted in A0 = 136 km. The
A,-values for all components, assuming vi. = 0.25 are
given in Table 1.
Finally, in Fig. 5 an example is given of SOzconcentration fields as reconstructed by the three
mterpolation techniques. The DDI-scheme is applied
to sets of both 44 and 108 stations. The EI- and OIfields both are based on the measurement set of 44
stations, which has been depicted in Fig. 3. The EIscheme does not fully reconstruct the mesoscale SOzplume. which is explained by the fact that the variance
of these type of pronounced patterns is relatively small
in comparison to the variance averaged over the two
months period. Alternatively, eigenvectors over a
shorter period of several days might have been used.
The gradients in the 01-field are larger than in the
DDI-field, inherent to 01. in which negative coef-
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ficients for poi are allowed in contrast to DDI. The
differences between the 108 and 44 stations network
(DDI) are rather small.
3.7. Relative errors
The absolute errors E, (Table 1) and the normalized
errors eI cannot be easily interpreted. The distribution
of individual errors, i.e, the discrepancies between
interpolated and measured concentrations at teststations, cannot be considered as obtained from a
normal distribution; too many relatively small errors
were found. Due to the lognormal nature of the
underlying measurement results, the distribution of
errors appears as the sum of a number of normal
distributions with different variances. Furthermore
a pronounced linear relationship was found between
the station variances (C,, - M,,)’ and the station
averages M,,, also mterpolation errors seem to be
dependent on the measured concentration level and as
a consequence the relative variance
R=(q)
is in principle statisttcally a more meaningful quantity
to minimize. Herem e,, is the value obtained by
interpolation and again C,,, the true concentration. In
order to evaluate the magnitude of this relative error
and its dependence on spatial persistence, the same
procedure as for the minimization of the absolute
interpolation variance was applied to the logarithm of
the measured concentrations. This is based on the
approximation:

A comparison
of the empirical
errors
Ff
for
SO,-concentrations
and
(C,, - C0,/C,,)2
Ce, > 30pgme3 showed an excellent correspondence
between the relative error and its approximation Fl.
Further, the differences between the values of z
computed by the three techniques were small. The
resultmg relative errors are given in Table 1. The
correlation structure of the logarithmic SOJevels,
whtch is involved in the 01-scheme, gives a shorter
correlation distance (A, = 1OOkm) than the linear
correlation structure t-y. which has been given in Fig. 1.
From this correlation function and from analysis of
discrepancies between stations which are sited close
together, the relative sampling error was estimated as
h, = 0.17. For monitoring stations in the vicinity of
rndustrial sources higher values up to h, = 0.25 were
found.
For two network densities empirical relative
errors were calculated, I-‘, = 0.30 at x0 = 28 km and
F, = 0.33 at x0 = 40 km. Correction for the sampling
error h, = 0.17 at the testset stations according to
F2 =Fi-h:
resulted in relative errors F=0.25 at
x0 = 28 km and F =0.28 at x,, =40km. For h, =0.25

N D VAN EGMONDand
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Fig. 5. Concentration fields m pgm -3 for SO, on 21 January 1979, 04.00 for distance-density
interpolation with 108 statlons (DDI-108)and44stations (DDL44),eigenvector interpolation (EI-44)
and optrmum mterpolation (01-44) both also with 44 stations.
values of respectively F = 0.17 and F = 0.21 were
found. The distribution of uncorrected errors Fk for
the network of 44 stations at 15 test stations is given in
Fig. 6 and can be considered as a normal distribution.
The relative uncorrected errors F, for the other
pollutants are given in Table 1. Due to the larger
uncertainty in the estimate of sampling error, the
corrected values F have to be considered as first
estimates. For NO1 and NO the relative theoretical
errors, computed in the same way as for SO1, are
F = 0.22 and F = 0.45 respectively (x0 = 4Okm, 45
stations).
4. NETWORK CONSIDERATIONS

From comparison of the ‘theoretical’ errors with
empirical errors, corrected for the sampling errors at
test-stations, correlation distances A0 were found

which correspond to the empirical SO,-correlation
functions. AppIying the theoretical optimum iaterpolation scheme, given by the Equations (A3) and (A4) for
these correlation distances in the network corrfiguration given by Fig 7, the empirical corrected irtterpoWon errors s, , E., and E can be genendizcd to other
network densities (interstation distances) than that of
the experimental configuration
with x0 = 4Qkm
(Fig. 3) from which the empirical errors wereobtained.
For SOz the theoretical error E, which equivrrlentiy can
be obtained from E,. with A, = 170 km, q = 0.2s or E.,
with A0 = 50km, q = 0.34 is given as a function of
grid-length x0 in Fig. 8. On the abcissa the numbers of
grid-cells and the approximate numbars of stations N
(including extra stations at the boundary) of the
rectangular network are given. The dense S02network permits a verification of these curves by

Spatial mterpolation and network density
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Fig. 6. Dlstrlbutlon of relative errors F, for the SO,network with x0 = 40km (44 statrons).

D-

computation of the interpolation errors at the same 15
testset stations in a more dense configuration with
x,, = 28 km. These errors, again corrected for sampling
error, are plotted in the same figure, together with the
empirical errors at x0 = 40 km. The empirical errors at
x,, = 28 km fit reasonably to the theoretical curves.
Application of the same procedure to the relative
error F results in the relationships given in Fig. 9.
Again the empirical errors at x0 = 28 km (with
h, =0.25 and h, =0.17) fit in the theoretical relation
between relative error and network grid-length (network densrty). Extrapolation to x,, = 19km (108
statrons) with h, = 0.25 results in a relative interpolation error of about 0.15. This is smaller than
the indrvidual relative sampling error h, = 0.25, as
the interpolated value is found as a “weighted mean”
from several surrounding
stations.
The sampling
error h, =0.17 results in an extrapolated relative
error F=O.20 at x0 = 19 km. The error of 15-209;
allows significant detection of mesoscale plumes
which affect the SO, concentration levels in the
Netherlands and which show “plume”-axis concentrations of at least 409; higher than the background
concentratron, an example of which has been given m
Fig. 5.
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Frg. 8. Relatron between absolute interpolation
error E and grad-length x0 with approximate
number of network stations N. Empirical observatlons are given as dots.

5. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The differences between optimum-, eigenvectorand distance-density interpolation for reconstructing
air pollution (mesoscale) concentration fields are small.
For practical applications the more simple and efficient
distance-density scheme can be used. For network
considerations this scheme can be combined with the
optimum scheme for describing the relationship between network density and spatial interpolation error,
and for assessmg the spatial meaning of fixed monitoring station data.
(2) As the use of different types of ‘correlations’
leads to large differences in normalized interpolation
errors, these types ofcorrelations should be specified in
air pollution studies. Pure spatial persistence (correlation distance) appears to be much smaller than
suggested by the conventional ‘time-space’ correlattons. Consequently, interpolation errors expressed
in terms of the pure spatial variability are much larger
than the errors with respect to the variability of
mdividual statrons in time.
(3) The absolute mterpolation error for SO2 at the
present network density with interstatron distances of
19 km is estimated as 24pg me3. At interstation distances of 40 km, this error amounts about 33 pg m- 3.
The relatrve errors of the 108 stations SO,-network are
estimated to be 20 7;; the errors can be considered as
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Fig. 7. Network configuration for theoret4
computation of E as a function of
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network m SE-NW orientation.
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APPENDIX
Optimum

interpolation

concentration CO, is obtained from the measured
concentrations C,+ h, (true coocemtratioo and sarrtp@
error) at N surrounding monitoring stations according to
The

N

Fig. 9. Relations between relative mterpolatron error f
and grid-length xt, with approximate number of network
stations N for h, = 0.25 and h, = 0.17. Empirical observations are given as dots.

being obtained from a normal
timate

is affected

strongly

distribution.
The esby the value of sampling

error, which only can be determined with low aazuracy.
The precise determination of samp&g error needs
further attention. The errors computed for NO are
large and for the time being it is concluded that
interpolation of the NO-concentrations only makes
sense in exceptional cases. Precise estimation of NOerrors only can be made when better estimations of
sampling error are available.
(4) The relative interpolation error for SO, at the
network density x0 = 19 km (F = 20 “/,) allows
meaningful reconstruction of mesoscak plumes affecting the SO,-concentration in the Netherfan&, where
inland and foreign source configurations are such that
mesoscale plume-axis concentrations are more than
40 % higher than background’ concentrations. Spatial
interpolations for NOz and O3 can be made with small
relative errors ( f 20 % at x0 = 4Wm) as the spatial
variability of these components for an important part
are generated by large scale transport.

Co, =

E

PRO(C,, + h,,) + L

(Al)

“I
are found from minimization of the

The coeflicients ptO
squared interpotation error Eo, over a number of reahsations
for example a sequence of T hourly concentrations:
___2
1 T
(A2)
T 1 E:=z=
Co,- ; pto(C,,+h,,)
1
[
I= I
1=1
Although the contributtons of local sources will always result
in a positive effect, i.e.,T > 0, they will a&t the monitoring
stations at directions and conditions which vary strongly
from station to station and time to time. It therefore is
assumed that the sampling errors h are not correlated with
each other and with the true concentrations. Lacking any
information on the magnitude of sampling error at individual
stations, it further is assumed that the mean squares of the
errors are equal at all stations. Q = h,2r.
Introducing the normalized (squared) mterpolatron error E
and the normalized (squared) sampling error 9.

and wrrting
~

C,,C
2
G,

__

cc

and r(

as r,j and rIU respecnveiy.

G,

the coefficients plo are found by takmg the N derrvatrves with
respect to pi0 and equating the results to zero. Then the
coefficients p,. are found from the set of equations
p. = (R + 1r’1 ’ r.

(A3)

R is the N x N matrtx of (true) cross-products r,, , r,, the
vector of elements r,,, and I the umt matrtx. The normalized
error E then is given by

where

Acknawlsdg+nunt-The authors sre grateful to 0. Tissing
and H. Kesseboom for the development of some of the
computer programmes for this study pad for their contributions to the developmentof operationalinterpolationand
mapping techniques.

E’ = 1 -r,p,

(A4)

The coefficients plo thus are obtained from the quanttttes r,,
and r,. which can beconsideredas the true”correlatious” with
respect to the zero-level. ri, can be derived from the measured
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Spatial mterpolation and network density
“*correlations” I$ between stattons i and j. For r,Othis is not
possible as the values 3 are not available, and r,,, consequently has to be deduced from the general behaviour of r,,
over the field. This requires the assumption of homogeneity,
implymg mvartance of rl, under translations. As for practical
reasons also isotropy will be assumed, the values r,, are taken
to be only dependent on the distances between (station)
posittons I and J. Several possible first-moment fields or
‘averages’ M are exammed. considermg in particular the
meanmg of “spatial correlattons” rl, and the normalized
errors E.
The true concentration C,, IS written as the sum of an
average level M and a devtatton of this level C;,. Rewrttmg
Equation (Al)

cbc+ M = ; pa (C;,+ M + h,,) + EO,

(A%

I=,

be replaced
by the
measured
vartance
should
(C,, + h,, - M )2. More general the correlation functton r
can be considered as the sum of several correlation functions
with different correlation distances, resultmg from mdependent sources of variabihty with different spatial scales The
level M, is a partrcular representation of the varrabihty
resulting from large scale time fluctuations, wtth correlation
functions r(x) = 1for all x. Accordmg to Equation (A6) r ISa
weighted sum of thts function r(x) = I and r,(x).

Eigenvecror rnrerpolurton (see 2.2.)
The correlations r, are derived from the local statisttcal
field characteristics. homogeneity and isotropy need not be
assumed. Even a constant vartance ISnot requned and Instead
of describing the statrstical structure by correlations. covartantes can be used. The coefficients pOare then found from
p* =sm-‘s”

and assummg, as motivated before. that the samphng errors
h,, average out for the possible levels M, three mean levels M

are considered:
-(I) M = ( C,, > : the overall space-time average concentration. In the special case that Zpe, = 1, M substituted in
Equation (AS) cancels out and the coefficients pO are found
from Equation (A3) with ?orrelations’ defined for the relative
levels C;, and C&. The ‘variance’ cb: is unknown- and should
be approximated m practical applications by ( C;: ), i.e., the
spatial mean of the variances at individual statrons. This
tmphes the assumption that the variances are constant over
the field. The normalized interpolation error E m this case
applies to this variance. i.e.. the second moment relative to the
overall mean M
(2) M I = (C,, >: the spattal mean fieid for hour I. Also m
this case the coefficients are simply obtained from Equation
(A3) under the constramt Xp10 = I. The correlations r,, thus
are defined with respect to the hourly average field M , In case
of a trend component the spatially constant level M , might be
replaced by a slowly varymg trend surface M,, which changes
r’, only over larger distances and which can be considered as a
combmation of ‘local’-average fields. The error E, gives the
error
-~ with respect to the second moment relative to M ,, i.e..
( (C,, - M ,)* >.
(3) M, = <; the (tlme) average concentration at station i.
The devtattons C,, - M, are thus the normal devrations from
the station mean concentrations. It can be shown that the
coefficients p,,, can be obtained from the general solution
Equation (A3) if Zp, M, = MO , which essentially assumes, as
could be expected. that the mterpolation of the devtations C;,
also holds for the mean (first-moment) values. This seems to
belustified only for fields with weak gradients m the average
values. The corresponding normalized error WIIIbe denoted
by E, The correlations r , r, and rJ thus, defined as the
normalized cross-products of deviations from respecttvely
M . M i and M, , are related repre~ntations of the given
statistical structureofthepollutant
under study over the field.
When for example the correlation r ISgiven. the correlation
r , can be computed from

r, =

r (Co,-M

(Co,-M

)‘-(M,-M
~-F(M,-M

)’

tA6)

)*

The variance (C,, - M )* can be approximated by the spatial

mean ( (C,, - M )’ > of the variances of individual stattons
with respect to M ; the quantity (M, - M. )’ ISthe second
moment (variance) of the hourly (spatial) mean level M,
relative to the overall space-time mean M.,. In comparmg
measuredcorrelationsr”;and
r the true variance (C,, - M )2

tA7)

where S” IS the matrix of empirical covariances, s0 the vector
of locally deduced covariances. In the case of near smgularity
of the matrix S” as a consequence of high mutual covariances,
pc can be found by latent root regression, where the mverston
of S” is replaced by computation of the generalized Inverse of
rank L. lower than the order N of matrix S” (Marquardt,
1970). The inverse of the true matrix S is obtamed as

where it and e&are respectively the k-th largest eigenvalue and
associated eigenvector (length 1) of the symmetrical matrix S,
respectively; eLISa column vector and e; tts transposition to a
row vector. The matrix S is thus approximated by the first L
ones of N matrices &eke; which together describe the ‘total
variance’. The vector s0 of expected covariances between grid
(mterpolation) pomt and the monitormg stations could then
be given by
SO =

i
,=,

&ekoek

where et0 is the scalar value of the Lth eigenvector at the grtdpoint position, obtained by some local mterpolatton from the
elements e,, at the observation stattons. The emptrical matrtx
S” can be considered as the sum of the true covariances Sand
the error variances, where the error covariances, as before. are
assumed to be negligtble:
S”=S+Ih:
Now p. IS found m a s:milar way as m Equation (A3b)
L

pO = (S+Ij;li)-s,

pO =

=

2 (&+j;l)-‘eke;
)r=,

&e,,e,

i LekOe,
*=1(&+j;li)

W)

So the coefficrents pot are found from a hnear ~rnbl~tion
of
theergenvectors of the matrix S”, whtch m theapproxlmation
used are equal to the eigenvectors of S. Only vectors for which
I, $ e. wdl contribute to p,,.As theeigenvalues 1, of the true
covariance matrix S are unknown, L has to be choosen such
that ;ct/(& +h:) = I for k < L and z 0 for k > L.
The smaller eigenvalues of the empirical matrix S”. which
are of the same magnitude as @, will not contribute to pOand

thus can be ignored.
A practical measure to determine the number of eigenvectors whtch are relevant for the inter~latlon, can be
obtained by rewntmg the interpolatron error as
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(A91

where (ebO- &,) ISthe discrepancy between the true value e,,
and the estimation &,. obtamed from the values eL, at
observation statlons by some local interpolatton. For an
eigenvector analysis m which the values e,, are known at all
stations. this discrepancy can be computed and the value of I,

ONDEKDELIWE~

can be determmed for which the third term m EqualIon IAYI
becomes larger than the second one. i.e.
_.. trio -2,,,1’ , ri,.
indrcatmg that no further reduction of E& can beexpected b)
Inserting vector k and possible consecutrve vectors with
smaller eigenvalua. These vectors apparently describe fluctuations on sub-network scale, by definition thus representmg
sampling errors, being irrelevant for interpolation.
As only the larger eigenvalues of S-are taken into account,
near-singularity, i.e., the existence of eigenvalues close to zero,
does not result in computational instability as demonstrated
by Equation (A8). Thus the coeffictents pu also can be
computed if high mutual correlations (covariancest occur

